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ABSTRACT 

.. , 

The lowest T = 2 states of 20Ne, 
24

Mg, 28si, 32s, and 
40

ca have been 

formed using the (p,t) reaction. The isospin-forbidden proton (b.T =lor 2) 

and alpha particle (b.T = 2) decay modes of these states have been determined_ 

by counting triton-proton and triton-alpha coincidence events. The major decay 

modes of the states are: 

40 
Ca(a ). Simple Coulomb 

0 

20 . . 24 28 . . 
Ne,( a1 + ~2 , a

3 
+ a4 ) ; Mg( p 

0
) ; s~ ( a

0
); 

calculations were performed for 40ca; these 

32 S(p )· 
0 ' 

assumed 

pure shell-model configurations and considered isospin mixing in only the 

(ld,lf) ·shells. They did not predict the relatively large b.T = 2 isospin 

impurities necessary to-explain the observed alpha-particle decay. 

.:; 
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~ . 
INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that isobaric analog states in light and heavy nuclides 

can be characterized to a good approximation by a single isospin quantum number 

since the nuclear force.is nearly charge-independi=rit. The magnitudes of !:lT = i 

impurities introduced by the· Coulomb potential in low.:lying states .. of several 

. . 1" 
. T = 0 light nuclides have been calculated by MacDonald and found to be small. 

. . 
From experimental data on isospin-forbidden gamma ahd particle transitions, 

Wilkinson
2 

observed that the impurities·were in substantial agreement with .these 

theoretical estimates. 
. . 3 . 

Blin-Stoyle has summarized analyses of both beta-decay 

rates and masses of the ·mass-i4 T ;, 1 states in terms of the Coulomb potential 
. . 

plus a generalized charge-dependent nuclear force. He concludes that "none of 

the data are '"inconsistent with a nu~lear charge-dependent force of the ord~r of 

a percent or so." One hopes that studies of "isospi~-forbidden" processes !llay 

provide information about the form of nuclear charge-dependent interactions 
I 

. i . 

in nuclei, or at least, about the wave functions admixed by these interacti"ons. 

In this paper, experimental data on the isospin-forbidden particle de~ay 

of five T = 2 analog states in self-conjugate T = (N-Z)/2 = 0 nuclides are 
z 

.presented. The T = 2 states are analogs of the ground state of the (Z-2, N+2) 

nuclides with spin-parity 0+ and are readily formed in two-nucleon transfer 

reactions on T = 1 target nuclides. Several of these states also have been 

4 5 6 
observed' ' .as isospin-forbidden compound nucleus.resonances having total 

widths less than 2. 5 keV, the small widths presumably. reflecting a relati ve~y 

high degree of isospin·purity since none of the states have any isospin-allowed 

particle decay modes. A comprehensive review of experimental data on analog 

states, containing literature references on T = 2 states, has b.een given 

recently. 7 
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Th. d h th 1 t T 2 t . 20 24Mg· I 288. 328 e ecay sc emes of e owes = sta es 1n . Ne, , 1, , 
. 40 . 
and Ca were determined by counting tritons coincident with protons or alpha 

particles resulting from reactions of the form: 

[(Z, N+2)T = 1, Tz = 1] + p-,,. [(Z,N)2,0] + t 

L> [(Z-1) ,N)l/2,1/2] + p 

L> [ ( Z-2 ,N-2)0 ,0] + a 

Each of the T = 2 states is unbound to several proton (t.T = 1 or 2) and 

alpha particle (t.T = 2) decay channels. The decay energies for protons range 

from 3.12 MeV to 3.89 MeV and for alpha particles from 4.94 MeV to 12.00 MeV. 

The branching ratios are indicative of the relative effectiveness of.the iso

vecto~ (t.T = 1) compared to the isotensor (6'1' = 2) charge-dependent interac-

tions in admixing into the analog states (or final states) those configurations 

that are compatible with the observed decay. 

Early attempts to observe T = 2 states as ~sospin-forbidden elastic 

8 scattering resonances were not successful. Consequently, the initial experi-

ment of the kind reported here was undertaken in order to ascertain that the 

isospin-forbidden particle-decay widths were indeed larger than the isospin

allowed gamma-decay widths as has been found for the T = 3/2 states .9 Our 

preliminary results on the decay of the T = 2 s~ates in 24Mg and 28si have 

10 . . 5 6 
already appeared. Recently, the Stanford group ' ·has locatea T = 2 states 

· in both particle-ga.inma and particle-particle resonance reactions. Comparisons 

of these data with those given here show qualitative agreement. 

.. , .. 

. ' ·· .... 

•· 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The data-were obtained using proton beams from the Berkeley 88-incli 

cyclotron. The beam energy was adjusted from 42 MeV to 46 MeV, depending on 

the Q-values for formation of the T = 2 states, in order that outgoing tritons 

in the forward direction had energies of approximately 20 MeV. Previous work 

11 had indicated that the (p,t) cross sections are maximized around this energy. 

Self-supporting targets of 
26

Mg- (99.2% enriched), 30si (89%), Cd34s 

42 ' ' 
(37.2%), and ·ca (94.4%) were used. The 26Mg target was about 1 ~g/cm2 thit:k', 

and the others were between 400 and 500 ]Jg/cm2 thick. Th.e 20Ne data were 

. ' 22 
collected USlng a Ne gas target and the experimental' arrangement will be 

discussed separately. Outgoing tritons were detected in a counter telescope. 

positioned at +22 degrees with respect to the beam directiop; this angle is at 

the ~econd maximum of the L = 0 angular distributions to the analog states. 

The (p,t) cross sections at this angle are only about 80 to 100 ']Jb/sr; there-, ... 

fore, two "decay" counter telescopes were operated.in parallel in order to 

increase the data acquisition rate. These two telescopes were fixed at -90 

degrees and -125 degrees. All three telescopes consisted of t:.E, E, and E-reject 

. silicon-semiconductor detectors (the last being used to reject particles that 

passed through the E detector). Each of the "decay" telescopes consisted of 50].1 

t:.E, 280].1 E, and 500'].1 E-rej ect detectors. Decay alpha particles from the analog 

states could not penetrate the t:.E detectors, but could be identified unambiguously 
I ;. 

from the reaction kinematics. . A schematic representation of the experimental 

apparatus :is shown in Fig. 1. 
I 

lc 

Signals from each detector were amplified and passed on to Goulding-

Landis particle identifiers. Triton singles energy spectra were accumulated' 
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in the memory core of an on-line PDP-5 computer using a multiplexer and analog-

to-digital converter. If pulses occurred in either of the decay L'lE detectors 

in fast coincidence ( 2T rv 50 ns) with a pulse in the triton liE detector, then 

the appropriate telescope signals were fed to the particle identifiers. Pro-

vided the event involved a triton in the triton .telescope and either a proton 

or a particle stopping in the L'lEdetector of eitherdecay telescope, total 

energy signals together with the necessary logic signals were passed on to the 

computer and the data were stored on magnetic tape for later analysis. These 

data were finally displayed and plotted as 512 x 512 channel two-dimensional 
. . 

energy spectra together with the 512 channel triton singles data. 

Apertures placed in front of the detect-ors· served to define the accept-

ance solid angles; additional apertures and magnets placed in front of the 

defining apertures helped to reduce the electron noise background. The triton 

'telescope subtended 9.2x1o-4 sr. The L'lE detectors of the decay telescopes 

-2 . -2 
. subtended about L 5x10 sr and the E detectors subtended about l. 2x10 sr. 

. . . 

These relatively large solid angles, necessary to insure reasonable data. 

accumulation rates, were obtained by using detectors about 1. 2 em in diameter 

as well as 1 em defining apertures. Since the calculated branching ratios 

depend on the solid angl~s o:t: the decay telescopes, and "dead" regions hear 

the edge of the depleted volumes of the detectors-might have reduced the 

effective solid angles, compared to those found from geometrical measurements, 

two methods were employedto measure these angles by actual particle counting. 

First the L'lE solid angles were determined to ±5% by mo~nting a 
212

Pb alpha-

particle source in the target plane (masked by an aperture the size of typical 

proton beam spots) and comparing-the L'lE counting rates to those of a detector 

<J 
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placed behind a much smaller aperture of known solid angle. The E solid angles .. 

~ 17 ·. . ~ 
were found to ±15% using data from the · F(p,t) · F (3.10 MeV)-+ p + 0 reac-

tion. The 17:F 3.10 MeV state with spin.l/2 decays 100 percent by isotropic 

proton emission (in the 17F recoil coordinate system) to the 
16o ground state. 

A 36 MeV proton beam and a CaF2 target were used to obtain the triton-proton 

decay coincidence. data. .These data were then analyzed in the manner described 

below, to yield the E detector solid angles. 

·A single decay telescope consisting of a 37ll .b.E and 275ll E detector was 
1··. 

used in the 20Ne experiment. The 6.4 em diam cylindrical 22Ne (91.3%) gas 

target ~was covered with 25ll. Havar foil; a tube at -90 degrees projected into .· 

the target voluine so that a 6. 4ll Mylar foil window. could be mounted 1.25 em 

from the reaction volume. The reaction volume was defined by two apertures 

placed in front of the triton telescope positioned at +22.8 degrees. The decay 

telescope at -90 degrees viewed the entire reaction volume through the l~la~ window; 

this thin window allowed relatively low energy decay products to escape the 

target with only minor energy losses or straggling. The decay telescop~ 

geometry guaranteed equally efficient detection of decay particles which 

originated anywhere in the reaction volume. The solid angle of the decay 

·· .. telescope was defined by a single· aperture in front of the b.E detector and was 

. 3 . 
calculated from the geometry to be 6. 0Xl0- sr (±20%) • 
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DATA J\NALYSIS 

Coincidence data from the 42ca(p,t) 40ca reactions are exhibited as 

two-dimensional energy spectra in Figs. 2 and 3 and are typical. The kinematics 

of reactions with three-particle final states are completely specified if the 

momenta of two.of the particles are measured. Thus, the data are expected to 

lie along bands determined by the kinematics and experimental resolution. The 

diagonal lines shown in the figures were calculated frbm the kinematics and 

39 . . . . 36 . 
many events cluster along the K (g. s.) + p and Ar (g. s .. ) + a. lines. 

·Typically, the overall triton resolution was 130 keV and the proton resolution 

was about 100 keV. The over~ll aipha particle (6E) resoluti~n .was primarily 

determined by energy losses in the target. The events in the figures corre

sponding to 24."8 MeV tritons are accidentals associated with the high yield 

16o(p,t) 14o contaminant reaction; the number of these events was used as a 

,·measure of the chance-coincidence rate. 

Data along the kinematic lines we~e added from both decay telescopes 

and projected onto the triton energy axis in order to find the decay properties 

of the· T = 2 states. Figure 4 shows these projections of the 40 ca data along 

with the triton singles energy spectrum. The triton spectrum cuts off at about 

26 MeV because of the relatively thin triton telescope detectors which were 

·employed in order to lower the. chance coincidence rates. The largest peak in 

4o the singles spectrum, excepting contaminants, corresponds to the CaT= 2 

state; at 11. 978.±0. 025 MeV. 36 The Ar (g.s.) +a. projection exhibits a prominent 

peak at the same triton energy, indicating the principal decay mode of this 

T .= 2 state. 

•' 
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The net number of events associated with the various T = 2 decay modes 

was found by summing the projected spectra over the triton energy interval 

containing the T = 2 triton peak as determined from the singles spectrum, and 

subtracting: l) the "real" three-particle continuum background; and 2) the 

"chance" background. The former was assumed t6 vary linearly over the T = 2 

interval and, hence, was estimated by interpolating the background height on 

either side of this interval. The chance background was calculated from the 

known singles counting rates together with the known singles spectrum shapes. 

This method for calculating the. numb~r of ~hance event·s occurring in any region 

of the two-dimensional arrays was always tested by comparing its results to the 

observed numbers of events occurring in portions of the arrays where only chance 

events could contribute (for example, the regions corresponding to 24.8 MeV 

tritons in Fig. 2). Both kinds of background subtractions were usually small 

compared to the total number of events observed for dominant transitions. 

The branching ratios were calculated by comparing the net number of 

coincidence events in a giveri decay mode to the number predicted from the net 

number of triton singles counts, the decay telescope solid angles, and the 

Jacobian relating laboratory cross sections to those in the coordinate system 

at rest with respect to the recoiling T = 2 state .. All the T = 2 states dis

cussed here have spin-parity 0+ and decay isotropically in this coordinate 

system. 
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. RESULTS 

Spectra of the projected coincidence data together with the triton 

singles spectra for 20Ne and 32s are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 (similar figures 

. 24 . 28 . . 20 
for Mg and S1 appear in Ref. 10). · The relatively poor quality Ne data 

is in part related to the geometry of the gas target experiment which resulted 

in appreciably smaller real to chance counting rate ratios compared to the 

'· solid target data. For both this reason, and the small solid angle of the 

single decay telescope, relatively few data were obtained. Table I summarizes 

the branching ratio results for all five T = 2 states. The standard deviations 
. '· 

tabulated for the individual decay modes in the table represent only counting 
. . 

statistics. The deviations listed for the summed branching ratios also include 

uncertainties in the decay telescope solid angles and an assumed 16% uncer- · 

tainty in the net number of triton singles counts contained in the T = 2 peaks 

arising from the possible presence of small peaks in the continuum background.· 

The summed branching ratios (XlOO) clearly should be less than or 

equal to 100%. It is apparent from the table that the sums are in fact close 

to 100%. Although the experimental technique used in the present work does not 

. permit examination of all energetically-allowed decay modes because of experi-

mental cutoffs, in general barrier penetration effects make transitions to 

high-lying .states which could not have been detected relatively unimportant. 

Column five in the table lists the branching ratios after normalization to 

100%-it is not implied that gamma decays or unexamined particle decays do not 

make small contributions to the total widths. For convenience, the decay 

schemes also are presented in Figs. 7 through 11 where all the states of the 

(Z-l,N) and (Z-2,N-2) residual nuclides lying below the T = 2 states are 

illustrated. 12 · 
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A necessary condition for events ascribed to the decay of the spin 

" zero T = 2 states is that branching ratios derived from each decay telescope 

be the same~ since the decay ~s presumably isotropic. The ratios of branching 

ratios for all the major decay modes found from the -90 degree and -125 degree 

telescopes are listed in Table II; they lie within one standard deviation of 

unity and .are thus consistent with this requirement. 

DISCUSSION 

The T = 2 states investigated in the present work are found to decay 

both by isospin-forbidden proton and alpha-parficle emission. Moreover~ 

20 . 
excluding the T = 2 state in Ne~ these states have large branching ratios 

I . 
I 

for decay to the ground states of the residual nuclides. This second property 

I 
makes feasible the task of locating the states 1 as compound nuclear resonanc~s ~ 

and all have now been located utilizing this technique except the one in 
40

ca. 

·The resonance data have generally provided precise determinations of the exci-

tation energies and total width upper limits~ .but have not been utilized to 

yield inf~rmation about the particle-decay branching ratios; this prohibits 

quantitative comparisons with the results given here. [An exception is the 

work4 ~ 5 on 19F + p which gives fp
0
/f = 6.2±0.4% and r .= 2.1±0.5 k~V for the 

20 
, Ne~ T = 2 state. From Table I~ f(p

0 
+ p1 + p2)/f "'14±9%.] Both the ob-

t . 6 f th T 2 t t . f 24M 28s· d 32s . · ·servalons.o e = saeso g~ l~.an asresonancesln 

23N 24
Mg d 31p .. d th f ·1 tt . t 13 t b th a + p ~ . + a~ an· + p an e unsuccess u a emp o o serve e 

28si state as an 27 Al + I' resonance are in qualitative ~greement with the .· 

present results. 

Before conclusions concerning the importance of various kinds of 

isospin-admixtures can be made, barrier penetration factors should be 
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considered, 
. . 14 

Table III lists the Wigner-limi t width calculated from graphs 

of Coulomb wave functions. Since the widths for the two types of decay are 

1 comparable, the specific decay properties evidently are strongly influenced 

by the details of the admixed lower isospin configurations. Th,e problem of 

interpretation is complicated because,the data span the region from the ld
512

, 

2s
112

, shells, .where deformations exist, to the ld
312

, lf
7 12 shells where the 

spherical shell model has some validity. A modest attempt to estimate the 

kinds of impurities which would be introduced by the Coulomb potential was 

undertaken in 
40

ca in order to ascertain whether large llT = 2 admixtures (which 

presumably account for the alpha particle decay) might be expected. 

The simple mixing calculation assumed pure shell-model. configurations and 

included isospin mixing in only the outer (unfilled) shelis. The T = 2 state of 

. 40 2 2 . 
Ca was taken to have the structure I ( ld

312
) ~l (lf

7 
/

2
) 
01

; 02) . Amplitudes of 

; 

admixtures of several T' = 0 or T' = 1 states in this T = 2 state, and also of a 

36. 
T' = 2 state into the T = 0 Ar ground state were calculated in first. order.per-:-

turbation theory. 36 The -Ar ground state was assumed to have th·e structure 

' 4 
l(ld3/2)00; oo> and.the alpha particle isospin impurity was ignored. The 

matrix elements of the Coulomb potential, ( '¥( T) IV I'¥( T') ) , were calculated 
. c . 

for these components using harmonic oscillator wave functions with a size 

parameter v = mw/h = 0.25 rm-2
. The irreducible tensor components of V which 

c 

have rank one and two have sele.ction rules llT =' 1 and llT = 2,0 respectively 

. •' · for self-conjugate nuclides. The T' states considered in 
4° Ca included the 

0 particle-a hole ground state, the 4 particle-4 hole state15 at 3. 35 MeV, and 

the 2 particle-2 hole states having the same nuclear configurati-ons assumed for 

the T = 2 state, but recoupled in isospii:l to zero or one. These last. states · 

_, 
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\ 
are the so-called anti-analog states and the Coulomb matrix elements were 

expected to be relatively large. The iocations of these states are ncit 

established experimentally;· however; 
4o . . 12 

in the K energy level scheme, the 

. . ' . 
lowest spin zero state appears to lie no lower than 2.3 MeV. Assuming that 

this is the location of the T = T = 1, 2 particle-2 hole state, then its 
z 

analog in 
4° Ca lies at about· 10 MeV. Since the energy splitting between analog 

and anti-analog states is thought to be proportional to T
1

· • T
2 

(see· Refs. 16 

17), the (T = 0 )2 particle-2 hole state is therefore expected to lie at about 

9 MeV. 

The calculated admixture coefficients ·OirT'= {{1£'(T)jvci~(!'))/(ET'-ET)} 
:.:.,............ ; 

are tabulated in Table IV; note that the largest coefficient occurs for the 

T' = 1 anti-analog state. Only a few T' states were considered and, of course, 

many other states exist near the T =·2 state at 11.98 MeV. Nevertheless, within 

the framework of this initial calculation it is perhaps re~sonable to ignore 

most of these other states since only a. small. fractio~ of these states will .have 

zero angular mqmentum and none are expected to have the s"t;ructlire required to. produce 
-~ .. 

large Coulomb matrix E;lements. [The latter speculation is clearly true only 

to the extent that the T = 2 state consists solely of the assumed 2 particle-

2 hole configuration.] The admixtures listed in the table do not appear to 

. be large enough to yield a b.T = 2 decay width of; say, 1 keV. It would be· 

useful to have accurate width measurements from resonance experiments; however, 

it appears unlikely on the basis of known widths for similar analog states 

that the type of mixing considered here would be able to acc.ount for it. 

On the basis of the calculated admixtures; 5I, =:' 3 proton e~ission to a 

low-lying JTI = 7/2- state of 39K resulting from the rather large t:.T =:= 1, 
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2 particle-2 hole admixture might be expected rather than alpha parti~le decay. 

. . . ~ 8 Unfortunately, the small penetration factor for decay to the K 2. 2-MeV 

state effectively precludes this mode of decay, preventing examination of the 

importance of this admixture. Generalizing these speculations, i.e., that 

· mixing with the anti-analog states might influence the decay properties of 

T = 2 states in the other nuclei that were examined, it turns out that in every· 

case either small penetration faCtors or small overlaps of initial and final 
for simplicity that , 

states (assuming/the T = 2 analog states in the lighter nuclides have struc-

tures given by the axially symmetric Nilsson model) may hinder proton emission. 

Thus, the absence of any proton decay to excited states in the ( Z-1 ,N) residual 

nuclides does not reflect upon the importance of such mixing. It is clear, 

h th t · h th b d. d t t d f 24Mg or 32s owever, a ne1t er eo serve groun sta e pro on .ecay o nor 

the alpha particle decay of the other T = 2 states can be adequately explained 

by the methods used. 

Many aspects of the isospin mixing problem have not been considered: 

the states undoubtedly have more complicated structure than is considered here 

and the calculational approach used is actually only appropriate for calculating 

impurities iri low-lying bound states, i.e~, the "external" mixing arising from 

the different neutron and proton wave functions ·in the exterior region is com-

1 t 1 . d 18 p e e y 1gnore . · 

It is hoped that the experimental results presented here ·will stimulate 

more extensive theoretical efforts to describe the isospin-forbidden decay 

properties of these states; In particular, it will be interesting to learn 

whether the. Coulomb potential is capable of generating the /::,.T = 2 admixtures 
. . 

implied by the observed alpha particle decay of several of· the states which 

have been studied. 

.t 
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Table I. Summary ofT = 2 branching ratio data. 

Mode Net. Branching a b Summed 'Normalized 
"' events ratios (XlOO) branching branching 

ratios ratios 

·-· 
20N 160 -6±5 'V() . e-* +a -3±2 

0 

160 + ( al +a2) 17±6 35±12 38 

16 0 + (a3 +a4) 15±6 29±12 32 

19F + (po+pl+p2) 7±4 14±9 16 

19F + (p3+p4+p5) 6±4 13±8 14 

85±29 

24 23 108±11 71±7 74 Mg --* Na + p 
. ·. . . 0 

23 + Na . p1 1±6 1±4 1 

20Ne 7±6 
·> -' 

+ a 3±3 3 
0 

20Ne + al 48±10 22±4 22 

97±16. 

28Si 24 
93±10 72±8 81 ""* Mg + a 

0 

24Mg +al 11±5 8±4 9 

27Al + p 4±7 4±8 5 
0 

27Al + (pl+p2) 4±5 4±5 5 

88±16 

32s + 3lp + 
Po 32±6 86±17 75 

28Si + a. . 9±4 18±7 16 
0 

28Si + al 6±3 11±5 9 

115±24 
'-') 

I continued) 
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36Ar 

39K 

Mode 
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+ p 
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Table L Continued. 

Net 
events 

125±12 

-2±2 

-2±7 

Branching a 
ratios (XlOO) 

il6±ll 

-1±2 

-3±9 

b Summed 
branching· 
ratios 

112±19 

UCRL-18940 

Normalized· 
branching 
ratios 

100 

'\..0 

'\..0 

aStandard deviation includes only counting statistics. 

b 
Standard deviation also includes uncertainties. in the number of triton counts 

and in decay telescope solid angles as explained in the text. 
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Table II. Ratios of branching ratios derived from delay telescope 
data at -90 degrees compared to telescope data at -125 degrees. 

Decay mode 

24Mg > 23Na + p 
0 

20Ne + a1 

28Si > 24Mg + a 
0 

328 > 31p + p 
0 

4oca > 36Ar + a 
0 

Ratio: 
Branching ratio (-90 6 ) 
Branching ratio (-125°) 

1.24±0. 28 

1.50±0:59 

1.08±0. 2-3 

0.86±0.35 

1. 28±0. 26 
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Table III. Wigner-limit widths for particle decay of T = 2 states 
2 2 2 

where f = 3 • R/(F~ +GQ ) • h /MR. 

T = 2 state fp a 
~p ra. b 

0 0 0 

' 
20Ne 7.25 MeV s 7.85 MeV 

24' 
Mg. 1.41 d 3.11 

28Si 0.66 d 1.29 

328 2.70 s 0.65 

4oca 0.38 d 0.13 

aR = l. 5 Al/3 fm. 

bR = (1.4 A113 + 1.6) fm. 



~~ 
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Table IV. Calc-qlated isospin admixtures ~T' in the 
40

ca 

T = 2 state and 36 Ar ground state. 

Excitation ( T=21 v IT') c 

40 
Ca 

j(1d3/ 2 )-
2 

(lfT/2 )
2 

J=O,T=2) 

-. -> 
. 8 
I (1d3/2) T'=O) 0.0 MeV 16 MeV 

-> I . -4 ~ > (ld3/ 2) .. (lfT/2 ) T'=Q 3.35 13 

-· -> l(ld3/2)-2 (lf7/2)2 T'=O) 'V9 22 

-> l(ld3/2)-2 (lf7/2)2 T'=l) 'VlO 420 

36Ar 

I (1d3/2)
4 

J=O,T=O) 

-> I (ld3/2)
4 

T'=2> 10.86 150 

The size parameter is -2 \) = 0.25 fm . 

UCBL-18940 

aTT' 

1. 3Xl0-3 

1. 5Xl0-3 

7.3Xl0-3 

·2.1Xl0-l 

1. 4xlo-2 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. Telescope #1 

detected tritons, and "decay" telescopes #2 and #3 detected either protons 

or particles stopping in the ~E detectors (alpha particles). If one of 

these events arrived in coincidence with a triton, the appropriate linear 

and logic signals were passed on to the multiplexer-A.D.C. and to the 

computer. [The electronics for telescope #2 are similar to #3 and are 

not shown. ] . 

Fig. 2. A two-dimensional energyspectrum of tritOn-proton coincidence events 

42 4o 39 from the Ca(p,t) Ca + p + K reaction. The diagonal lines labeled by 

the residual states of 39K we're calculated from the kinematics. 

Fig. 3. A two-dimensional energy spectrum of events consisting of tritons in 

coincidence with particles which stopped in the ~E detector of telescope 

#3. From the ~E energy losses, these particles are known to be alpha 

42 40 
particles and, consequently, the data correspond to the Ca(p,t) Ca + 

36 . . . 
a + Ar reaction. As in Fig. 2, the diagonal lines were calculated from 

the kinematics. 36 . 1" The cluster of events along the Ar ground state 1ne 

+ at. 22.4 MeV triton energy is associated with the decay of the 0 T = 2 

state located at ll.98 MeV in 40ca. 

Fig. 4. The top spectrum shows the triton singles data- containing the 
40

ca 

T = 2 state. The lower-lying excited states are not observed because of 

the relatively thin detectors used in the triton telescope. The lower 

spectra are summed projections from both decay telescopes of events lying 

along kinematic bands in the coinCidence data onto the triton energy· axis; 

the arrows in these spectra mark the energy cutoffs determined by kine-

matics and detector thicknesses. 
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Fig. · 5. The top spectrum shows some of the triton singles data from the 

22 . 20 . 
Ne(p,t) Ne react~on; the projected coincidence data are shown in the 

lower spectra. The events in the interval between the arrows drawn on 

either side of the T = 2 state peak were summed to obtain the branching 

ratios. 

Fig. 6. ·. Triton singles data containing the 0+ T = 2 state in 32s, together 

with the summed projections of the coincidence data (see Fig. 4 caption). 

Fig. 7. Decay scheme showing energetically-allowed particle-decay models of 

20 
the 16.73 MeV T = 2 state of Ne. The level data are taken from the 

literature. The normalized branching ratios determined in this work are 

given alongside the arrows. 

Fig. 8. Decay scheme for the 15. 43 MeV T 
24 = 2 state of.. Mg. (See Fig. 7 

caption). 

Fig. 9. · Decay scheme for the 15.21 MeV T = :2 state of 
28

si. (See Fig. 7 

caption). 

Fig. 10. Decay scheme for the 11.98 MeV T 
. 32 = 2 state of S. (See Fig. 7 

caption). 

Fig. ll. Decay scheme for the 11.98 MeV T · 4o = 2 state of Ca. (See Fig. 7 

caption). 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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